
PROBLEMS THAT COME UP DURING INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

NEGOTIATIONS

3) To list the most common problems that arise in cross-cultural negotiations. Four kinds of problems usually come up in
international business negotiations.

Caught in the middle, you may feel as though your choices are limited: You can walk away and undermine
your effectiveness and waste resources , or you can make major concessions and dilute the value of the deal.
Do communications require detailed or concise information? A foreign law firm, hired at great expense, made
no headway. As frustrating as the need for consensus may be to those from fast-moving cultures, there can be
offsetting advantages. Explore the Archive Loading Outsiders need to understand these webs and factor them
into their negotiating approach. But the technological simplicity of global communications doesn't mean
automatic business success from working with overseas partners. In deal-focused cultures, relationships grow
out of deals; in relationship-focused cultures, deals arise from already developed relationships. Even seasoned
executives often fail to adapt their approaches to those different processes, with costly consequences. For
example, when one Italian industrial products firm wished to acquire a large division of a French
conglomerate, it first made friendly overtures to the target unit. Americans [also] value good personal
relationships less than our international partners [do]. Also, Americans can't measure progress in the talks and
tend to give things away when the other side is actually about ready to settle. In Japan, it may be the
keiretsuâ€” industrial groups that are linked by a web of business ties, lending, and cross-shareholdings. While
national culture can tell you a lot about the person sitting across the table from you, every individual
represents a number of cultures, each of which can affect negotiation style. In Japan, the negotiating table is
not a place for changing minds. You are as influenced by your culture as your counterpart is by his. Third, to
the extent that you can pinpoint the source of delayâ€”usually the doubts of specific people or unitsâ€”you can
and should design your approach to help your proponents on the other side convert the doubters, giving them
the data they need and supplying them with arguments they can use internally to address specific concerns. In
short, you should not be blindsided by the need for consensus. Constantly search for ways to bridge that
culture gap. Adams Media Corporation,  Sahlman and Burton C. When a European firm unexpectedly made a
tender offer for the entire U. German frankness is off-putting, while Mexican indirectness is frustrating. What
advice can you give me on negotiating with foreign suppliers? They will usually welcome your interest, and
help the research process. Inexperienced negotiators tend to belittle unfamiliar cultural practices. Try to see
how your behavior, attitudes, norms, and values appear to your foreign supplier. Since consensus processes
often go hand-in-hand with near-inexhaustible demands for information, you should be prepared to provide it.
Does it impact profits? Persuasive appeals are not appropriate or effectual. Hampered by U. In Italy, it may be
a set of powerful families. While you negotiate with people, you are typically seeking to influence the
outcome of an organizational process. Stone Container in its negotiations with the Honduran president, and
Armand Hammer in his attempts at an agreement with Deng Xiaoping both fell victim to ad-hoc blocking
coalitions. In some cultures, even if the boss delegates authority, going directly to the top can sometimes be
more effective. Most negotiators know that it is the most important tool you can have for successful
negotiations. While many Americans may view the hiring of relatives as dubious nepotism, Lebanese
counterparts may consider the practice to be necessary to securing trustworthy, loyal, and long-term
employees. If an acquisition target has foreign subsidiaries, the skein of negotiating partners may grow even
more tangled. Cultural assumptions can sometimes make it very difficult to recognize or acknowledge who
has formal decision rights. We're more interested in information, and they're more interested in trust. We know
that training in innovation process can lead to more-inventive agreements and relationships. The need for
consensus among players on the other side will affect your negotiating strategy in other ways as well. But
cultural codes of protocol and deportment are not likely to interfere dramatically in your negotiations, absent
blatant disrespect. Differences in culture complicate business negotiations and relationships in many ways.


